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ANNE THOMPSON IS ASS'Y, BS, MGR

(Capable Janice Chase is named by Arts and Sciences.

Koos Van Bantre Ability

Talented and skilled has missed Anne Thompson's business management of the Johnsonian. She has the perfect blend of business lines and team spirit.

As a member of the Johnsonian-Lookout editorial board, Thompson is making a substantial impact on the publication.

While Thompson's abilities are remarkable, some high school classmates worry that she spends too much time studying and not enough on the social scene.

During her four-year high school career, Thompson has excelled both in academics and extracurricular activities.

For the past two years, Thompson has been an active member of the Johnsonian staff.

Missa Thompson is very talented, not only in academics but also in athletics.

MISS ENE MONTGOMERY

Y.W.C.A. INDUSTRIAL PROGRAM IN JAPAN
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The day you begin payment on a shares for South Carolina with the Road to Happines, you are firmly on the road to happiness. Our bank has long since proved true and sound and you can be sure it will continue to be so. The road to happiness is a sound way to go, and South Carolina is the state for you, and make your decision to put your money in the bank that is sound and soundly.
save money at belk's you can save by buying now at our removal sale rainy days are coming! are you prepared? shoes and galoshes we feature emma jettick and green quality shoes for school wear. removal sale prices on all styles $1.50 and 50 cents, new all perfect pair. women's put flocked fine striped forty-five cent french press. cinema, crystal. chaps, ringers, chaps to choose from $1.50 up. we offer corder home of green hill in inclusive. in style so beloved by a lovely lady's with smart dress shoes, new arrival of herr's house of seal, last fall. $1.45 merhit shoe co. a factory salvage may be had by applying to our jury club.

holoisy values! put on down, three strand, braided, or single pearl strings. by view weight. light gold men of all prices. women's pink pleated fine handkerchief. forty-five cent french press. cinema, crystal. chaps, ringers, chaps to choose from $1.50 up. we offer corder home of green hill in inclusive. in style so beloved by a lovely lady's with smart dress shoes, new arrival of herr's house of seal, last fall. $1.45 merhit shoe co. a factory salvage may be had by applying to our jury club.

cheramy eau de cologne in twelve different odors april showers—chypre—lilac—jasmin—fougere—violet—holoisy march—sweet pea—lavender—rose—muscat

50c per bottle j. l. phillips drug company phone 111 the reall store

appreciation the management of cherry park estates is most appreciative of the beauty response given by the invitation extended to winthrop in the last issue of the johnsonian to walk or drive through lock hill's most beautiful residential development. we have many favorable comments from those who have visited this unique development and not a single unfavorable one. in addition to the beauty of these estates, water for domestic purposes and recreation is available, only a few hundred feet distant from winthrop and the training corps. all without city taxes, make these estates most desirable. we suggest to winthrop students that they show this beautiful development to their parents and friends, and we feel certain that from time to time. possibly some of them are prospective citizens of lock hill for the educational and many other advantages offered. now is the time to buy in cherry park estates.

cheramy park estates, inc. c. l. cobb president

FORMAL INITIATION OF THE LOCAL FRATERNITY SCAPULARS

On Saturday night, November 7, the junior and senior classes had their regular initiation ceremonies in the chapel of the Winthrop College. Each of the new members wore a scapular, the red cross which was a symbol of the true love of Jesus. During the course of the ceremony, outcries and demonstrations were made in favor of the order of the scapular. After the initiation of the new members, a prayer was offered in favor of the order. A resolution was then passed for the support of the order.

WELCOME TO THE JOHNSONIAN

STEVE E. FIELD

In addition to the beauty of these Estates, water for domestic purposes and recreation is available, only a few hundred feet distant from Winthrop and the Training Corps. All without city taxes, make these Estates most desirable. We suggest to Winthrop students that they show this beautiful development to their parents and friends, and we feel certain that from time to time. Possibly some of them are prospective citizens of lock hill for the educational and many other advantages offered. Now is the time to buy in cherry park estates.
A quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.